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UC Irvine, Music Department  Claire Trevor School of the Arts 



ICIT Symposium 2013 



“New Directions in Graduate Music Programs” 



CONCERT PROGRAM  Friday, March 1 – Sunday, March 3 



 



 



Concert 1:  Friday, March 1, 8:00 PM Winifred Smith Hall           



Jeff Albert  Interactive Musical Partner   trombone and computer 



    Scott Smallwood and Stephan Moore  Evidence 



improvisation duo 



    Ignacio Baca-Lobera, Pablo Gómez, and Tiffany Du Mouchelle   La Lógica de los Sueños  



singer, guitar, pre-recorded sound 



    Martin Jaroszewicz, René Lysloff, Gary Barnett, and no.e Parker  Laptop Music Improvisation Ensemble 



electronic improvisation 



    Adam Tinkle and the Mattson 2  With Pop As Our Guide 



               



mixed ensemble 



   



 



UC Irvine, Music Department  Claire Trevor School of the Arts 



ICIT Symposium 2013 



“New Directions in Graduate Music Programs” 



CONCERT PROGRAM  Friday, March 1 – Sunday, March 3 



  Concert 2:  Saturday, March 2, 8:00 PM Winifred Smith Hall     



 



Mari Kimura  Eigenspace  violin and computer      Vijay Iyer  Solo 



piano and computer 



    Vijay Iyer/Mari Kimura  Duo  piano and violin 



    Jaroslaw Kapuscinski  Oli’s DREAM 



Disklavier and projection 



    Jane Rigler  The Calling 



flute and electronics 



    Andrew Schloss and David A. Jaffe  Notomoton Unstrung 



interactive computer music 



    Drew Ceccato, Brendan Gaffney, and Chris Golinski  (+/-)1=4[Dirt] 



     



drum set, tenor sax, electronics 



           



   



Jeff Albert 



Interactive Musical Partner  



trombone and computer    Program Notes    Interactive Musical Partner (IMP) is a software system designed by Jeff Albert for duo improvisations, with one  human improviser and one instance of IMP, focusing on a free jazz improvised duo aesthetic. The IMP has Musical  Personality Settings (MPS) that can be set prior to performance, and change during performance based on musical  input from the human and the settings themselves. The IMP uses audio data feature extraction methods to listen to  the human partner, and react to, or ignore, the human’s musical input, based on the current MPS.     The IMP was designed as part of Jeff's doctoral studies in Experimental Music & Digital Media at Louisiana State  University. The project combines Jeff's background as an improvising trombonist with school based studies in  algorithmic composition, music focused computer programming, music information retrieval techniques, and  machine learning tools.    Bio    Jeff Albert is a musician, trombonist, improviser, music technologist, and composer. He is an Extraordinary  Assistant Professor of Music Industry Studies at Loyola University New Orleans, and a PhD Candidate in  Experimental Music and Digital Media at Louisiana State University, where his teachers include Stephen David  Beck and Jesse Allison. He holds degrees from Loyola University - New Orleans, and the University of New  Orleans, and has served on the faculty of Xavier University of Louisiana and the University of New Orleans. Jeff’s  areas of research include the intersections of improvisation and technology, and performance paradigms for live  computer music. Jeff was named a Rising Star Trombonist in the 2011 & 2012 Downbeat Critics Polls, and  performs regularly in the New Orleans area, and throughout the US and Europe. His most recent CD is The Tree on  the Mound, and features Kidd Jordan, Hamid Drake, and Joshua Abrams. In addition to leading the Jeff Albert  Quartet, Jeff is a member of Hamid Drake's Bindu-Reggaeology band, and co-led the Lucky 7s with fellow  trombonist Jeb Bishop. Jeff has performed with many great improvisers, including Georg Graewe, Tobias Delius,  Dave Rempis, Jeff Parker, and Wolter Wierbos. He has been a member of the bands of New Orleans greats George  Porter and Wardell Querzergue, backed artists like Stevie Wonder and Bonnie Raitt, and performed with the  Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra, and the New Orleans Opera. Jeff is the founder and curator of the Open Ears  Music Series, and writes the blog Scratch My Brain.     



Scott Smallwood and Stephan Moore  Evidence 



improvisation duo 



Program Notes    Our improvisations begin, develop, and conclude through a process of listening and intuition, with minimal  pre-planning. We call our collaboration Evidence, in part, because the music attempts make tangible phenomena  that are otherwise difficult to describe, or even point to. Evidence began in 2001 at Rensselaer Polytechnic  Institute, and our performances reflect the omnivorous ethos of the Electronic Arts Department and the Troy, NY  arts scene of that time -- synthesizing disparate musical realms: traditional academic computer music, "free" music,  field recording/phonography, "electronica", and various manifestations of "drone" and "noise" music.    Bios 



 



  Scott Smallwood is a sound artist, composer, and performer who creates works inspired by discovered textures  and forms, through a practice of listening, field recording, and sonic improvisation. He designs experimental  electronic instruments and software, as well as sound installations and site-specific performance scenarios. He  performs as one-half of the laptop/electronic duo Evidence (with Stephan Moore) and has performed with Seth  Cluett, Curtis Bahn, Mark Dresser, Cor Fuhler, John Butcher, Pauline Oliveros, and many others. He has written  acoustic and electroacoustic works for a variety of ensembles, most recently for the New York Virtuoso Singers,  Continuum Ensemble of Toronto, and the Princeton Laptop Orchestra. Smallwood currently lives in Edmonton,  Alberta, where he teaches Composition, Improvisation, and Electroacoustic music at the University of Alberta.    Stephan Moore is a composer, improviser, audio artist, sound designer, teacher, and curator based in Brooklyn and  Providence. His creative work currently manifests as electronic studio compositions, solo and group improvisations,  sound installation works, scores for collaborative performance pieces, and sound designs for unusual circumstances.  Evidence, his long-standing project with Scott Smallwood, has performed widely and released several recordings  over the past decade. He also performs with the improvisation quartets Bumpr and Volume(n), and is a frequent  collaborator with the performance groups The Nerve Tank and a canary torsi. His company, Isobel Audio,  produces unique Hemisphere speakers. Since receiving an Electronic Arts MFA from Rensselaer Polytechnic  Institute in 2003, where he studied with Pauline Oliveros and Curtis Bahn, he has created custom music software  for a number of composers and artists, and taught workshops and numerous college-level courses in composition,  programming, sound art and electronic music. He is the vice president of the American Society for Acoustic  Ecology, and a curator at Issue Project Room in Brooklyn, where he also serves on the Art Advisory Board. From  late 2004 to mid-2010, he performed over 250 concerts with the Merce Cunningham Dance Company, serving as a  touring musician, sound engineer, and music coordinator. He is currently enrolled in the MEME Ph.D. program at  Brown University. More information at http://www.oddnoise.com/     



Ignacio Baca-Lobera, Pablo Gómez, and Tiffany Du Mouchelle   La Lógica de los Sueños  



singer, guitar, pre-recorded sound 



 



Program Notes    My recent works are very close related to the voice in several ways, even though when they are without its direct  participation. How to relate the capabilities of the human voice within the type of musical actions I have been  interested in have been an elusive question, which I have tried to solve by different ways. La Lógica de los Sueños  (The Logic of Dreams) is my most radical approach to this voice exploration, where, I hope, a unique sound object  is projected by the feminine voice. The piece is composed by a mirror game, where the multiple "voices" work on  pairs: two guitars, "two" singers (produced by one player) and acoustic performers versus electronics; all these  double sets contribute to create a "super" polyphony. La Lógica de los Sueños was premiered by Susan Narucki and  Pablo Gomez at the Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City in March of 2010; it´s also dedicated to them.    Bios    Ignacio Baca-Lobera was born in Mexico City in June 28,1957. He started his musical interests as a self-taught  musician. Later, he studied composition with Julio Estrada in Mexico, and recently with Joji Yuasa, Jean-Charles  François and Brian Ferneyhough in the United States. He holds Ph. D. and Master degrees in composition from the  University of California at San Diego. His music has received several awards: finalist at New Music Today (1988) in  Japan; and Kranichsteiner Musikpreis at Darmstadt, Germany in 1992 for Trios (y dobles). For the year 1992-93  Ignacio Baca-Lobera was awarded an artist's salary from the "Fondo Nacional para las Artes," Mexico.; In 1996 he  won the first place of the 17 th Irino Prize for orchestral music in Tokyo. Since April of 1997 he is a member of the 



"Sistema Nacional de Creadores" of Mexico. In June of 2001 he was appointed fellow of the Guggenheim  Foundation for one year. He currently lives in Queretaro, Mexico where he is a full time professor at the  Universidad Autonoma de Queretaro.     Original, distinctive, and unconventional, Pablo Gómez’s guitar is one of the most remarkable sounds of today's  music scene. Decidedly different and away from all conventions, his repertoire includes various aesthetic tendencies:  from classics of the twentieth century and contemporary pieces to works written expressly for him by renowned  Mexican and international composers. His repertoire includes solo guitar; electro-acoustic music; duets with vocalist,  percussion, and violin; and concerts with chamber ensembles and orchestras. He has shared the stage with world  class performers, such as Susan Narucki, Christophe Desjardins, Steve Schick, Magnus Andersson, among others.  He has been soloist with the Camerata de Las Americas, the Philharmonic Orchestra of Mexico City, the Orchestra  of the University of Cincinnati, Carlos Chavez Orchestra and the Chamber Orchestra of Fine Arts in Mexico City  to name a few and has participated in various ensembles: The Contemporary Ensemble of Montreal (ECM)and the  Kore Ensemble of Canada, the Ibero-American Ensemble of Madrid, the Latin American Quartet, Onix, Palimpsest  Ensamble among others. He received his professional education at the National School of Music at the National  Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM) where he graduated with honors. He also had private studies with  Federico Bañuelos. With the support of Mexico’s National Fund for Culture and the Arts (FONCA), he attended a  two-year specialization program in contemporary music in Stockholm, Sweden, with Magnus Andersson. He  currently teaches at UNAM’s National School of Music and is pursuing a doctoral degree at the University of  California at San Diego.    Soprano Tiffany Du Mouchelle is "a passionate performer who holds nothing back". Well known for her musical  versatility, an electric stage presence and exceptional dramatic sensibilities, she is most recognized for her  fearlessness in exploring new and challenging repertoire that encourages the voice into new realms of expressivity.  Ms. Du Mouchelle is praised for her eclectic repertoire encompassing a vast array of musical styles and languages  featuring over 20 different languages. As the grand-prize winner of the 2006 Mannes College of Music Concerto  Competition, she made her Lincoln Center solo at Alice Tully Hall, performing Joseph Schwantner’s Two Poems of  Agueda Pizarro. She is also a recipient of the prestigious Richard F. Gold Career Grant, and was a first place winner  of the NATS competition. As a soloist, chamber musician, and opera singer, Ms. Du Mouchelle has performed for  such notable organizations as the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, Bang on a Can, Center for  Contemporary Opera, Yellow Barn Music Festival, Skálholt Summer Music Series in Iceland, Norfolk Chamber  Music Festival, and American Composer’s Alliance, and in such prestigious venues as Lincoln Center, Disney Hall,  The Polish Consulate, the United States Ambassador's Residence in Cairo, and The Acropolium in Carthage. Ms.  Du Mouchelle serves as a cultural ambassador of the United States in conjunction with the musical diplomacy  organization, Cultures in Harmony, whose aim is to promote cultural dialogue through music.  



 



  Martin Jaroszewicz, René Lysloff, Gary Barnett, and no.e Parker  Laptop Music Improvisation Ensemble 



electronic improvisation 



Program Notes    The mission of the UCR Laptop Music Improvisation Ensemble is explore expressive sound far beyond the usual  conventions of formal processes (music as it unfolds in time in a particular place) and the Western harmonic  tradition--not necessarily with atonality--in live performance. The Ensemble is made up of members from diverse  backgrounds and training and its goal is to challenge listener expectations of laptop-based electronic music  performance. One key aesthetic of the Ensemble is disrupt the usual relationship between sound object and sonic  space (i.e., performance space) in real-time performance. The Ensemble does this by combining composition  (prepared performance materials over what we call a "time line") and live improvisation (free, spontaneous 



 



performance) while manipulating the spatial placement of sounds in the performance space.    Bios    Martín Jaroszewicz is a composer of acoustic and electroacoustic music. His work ranges from solo pieces to  chamber orchestra to sound installations, video, improvisation and custom built electronic instruments. As a  developer, he is the author of OSC Physics, a music iOS app for the Ipad. Martín teaches electronic music  composition and other technology courses at California State University Northridge and has designed a course on  mobile digital media for the COSMOS summer program at the University of California Irvine. He holds a BM and  MFA in composition and is currently pursuing a Phd in Digital Composition at the University of California  Riverside. His area of research includes spectral spatialization and the development of multi-touch interfaces for  digital music.    René T.A. Lysloff is an Associate Professor of Music (Ethnomusicology and Composition) at the University of  California, Riverside. In his work on Javanese music, Lysloff has published articles in Ethnomusicology (Journal of the  Society for Ethnomusicology), Asian Theatre, and other journals and collections (including the Garland Encyclopedia of  Music). His most recent book is about shadow theater and music in rural Central Java based on past fieldwork in  Java (1979-80, 1986-87, and 1994), published by KITLV (Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and  Caribbean Studies). He also translated a contemporary Indonesian novel (in three volumes) by Ahmad Tohari  entitled Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk [A Dancer of Paruk Village]. The English translation, titled The Dancer, is published as  a single volume through the Lontar Foundation (Jakarta) and distributed worldwide. Lysloff has studied and  performed music of the Javanese gamelan (gong-chime ensemble) for approximately twenty-five years. He has  performed with several major ensembles in Java, including the national radio broadcast studio (RRI) gamelan  ensembles of Yogyakarta and Purwokerto, and renowned musical troupes accompanying Javanese shadow theater in  the Banyumas region.. Since 1995, Lysloff has also been exploring issues related to changing technologies and their  impact on cultural practices and epistemologies involving music. Lysloff has co-edited (with Leslie Gay) a collection  of articles titled Music and Technoculture (2003, Wesleyan University Press). He wrote many articles, including one on  the ethnographic study of music communities on the Internet, titled “Music Life in Softcity: An Internet  Ethnography.” published in the journal, Cultural Anthropology (2003).    "Following a guest appearance with the Pasadena Symphony, the Los Angeles Times wrote of Gary Barnett as  being a "thoughtful and meditative piano soloist." Barnett has concertized in major cities throughout the world  including New York, Vienna, London, Paris, Prague, Rome, Berlin, Amsterdam, Buenos Aires, Singapore, and  Pune, India. As a concerto soloist with orchestras across the United States and abroad, Barnett has performed under  the baton of Brian Priestman, Loris Tjeknavorian, Yuri Poghosian, Jeff Manookian, among others. The Salt Lake  Tribune has capitalized Barnett's talent as being "a virtuoso of the highest order."  Dr. Barnett was the grand prize winner of the 1997 Ernst Krenek/Joanna Hodges International Piano Competition.  His past teachers include Jack Winerock, Lev Vlassenko, Manahem Pressler, Jeff Manookian, and Gary Amano. He  has given master-classes and lecture-recitals throughout the world which include the RoyalAcademy of Music in  London, Saint Geroge's School in Rome, the NanyangAcademy of Arts in Singapore, and the National  Conservatory of Music in Quito, Ecuador. He has served on the piano faculties of the University of Texas Pan  American and Westfield State College, Massachusetts, and in summers at the Interlochen Center for the Arts."    no.e Parker has been a Dj and self-taught electronic musician since 1992. She earned her MFA in Digital Art and  New Media, at UC Santa Cruz in 2007, writing her thesis on idiomatic and non-idiomatic musical improvisation.  no.e studied Javanese and Balinese gamelan, along with Sundanese drumming at the Indonesian National  Conservatory of Art on a grant from the Indonesian government between the years 2003-2005. She has been a  member of Gamelan Plesetan, a new media gamelan and electronics improvisation group since 2004, showcasing  work at events such as the annual Yogyakarta Gamelan Festival and cellsonic:Yogyakarta International Media Art  Festival in Java Indonesia. no.e has also been a member of various gamelan ensembles in Northern California, Java 



and Bali, Indonesia, as well as a member of the UCR Gamelan Ensemble. She is currently studying North Indian  Tabla with Abhiman Kaushal while pursuing a PhD in Digital Composition with interests in AudioVisual  composition and Spatial Audio. 



    Adam Tinkle and the Mattson 2  With Pop As Our Guide 



mixed ensemble 



  Program Notes    Jared and Jonathan Mattson began playing with multi-instrumentalist and composer Adam Tinkle in 2010, when all  three were studying music at UC San Diego. Their collaborations have included recordings of the Ghost Trance  music of Anthony Braxton and of propulsive originals. When they come together, as they do in With Pop As Our  Guide, the results often oscillate between glassy smoothness and eruptive freedom, as though pop music was  consuming itself and, under the tyranny of repeating, suffering indigestion.    Bios    Adam Tinkle is an artist, educator and scholar active in music, sound, interdisciplinary performance and media  arts. After studies in cultural theory, ethnomusicology and experimental composition at Wesleyan, where his main  teachers included Alvin Lucier and Anthony Braxton, he came to UC San Diego, where he continues both  scholarship and music-making while simultaneously working to build a farm and homestead in the Cuyamaca  Mountains. He performs on reeds, numerous stringed instruments, electronics, and voice, and his work is heard in  contexts ranging from rock to free improvisation, electro-acoustic to avant-classical, as well as in theater, dance and  film. His recent work has focused on performances of extreme duration and in unusual spatial contexts, leading him  to organize performances in the desert and build a portable sound sculpture that functions as both a listening  chamber and giant microphone.    Jared Mattson is a guitarist/composer/improviser. In March, 2011, he graduated from UCSD and received his BA  degree in music. As a student at UCSD, he studied improvisation with bassist Mark Dresser, saxophonist David  Borgo, and pianists Anthony Davis and Kamau Kennyatta, and percussionist Steve Schick. He is now an MFA  candidate in UC Irvine's ICIT music program. Aside from school, Jared and his brother have toured extensively  around the world performing their own unique music under the name “The Mattson 2,” with Jared on guitar, bass,  and loop machine and Jonathan on drums. The Mattson 2 record for Galaxia Records and have released three  albums, one of which was a collaboration EP with John McEntire of Tortoise and The Sea and Cake. Mattson 2  have also collaborated with professional skateboarders/ musicians Ray Barbee and Tommy Guerrero, as well as  Money Mark of the Beastie Boys. The Mattson 2's latest album, “Feeling Hands,” recently received the San Diego  Music Foundation’s award for best jazz album of the year.    Jonathan Mattson, born and raised in San Diego, California, is a drummer, composer, and improviser who  graduated from UCSD with a Bachelors degree in jazz studies. He is currently in the ICIT (Integrated Composition  Improvisation Technology) Masters program at UCI. For the past ten years, Jonathan and his twin brother Jared  have been composing, performing, and recording original compositions under the name The Mattson 2, a brand of  Indie/Jazz using Drums and Guitar. They have collaborated extensively with artist and filmmaker Thomas  Campbell, as well as pro-- skateboarders/musicians Tommy Guerrero and Ray Barbee. Currently, The Mattson 2  are signed to Galaxia records of which they have released three albums: an EP entitled Introducing the Mattson 2,  recorded partly by John McEntire (Tortoise/The Sea and Cake), a collaboration album called Ray Barbee Meets The  Mattson 2, and their latest full length LP Feeling Hands--which recently won the award for Best Jazz Album in San  Diego 2011 at the San Diego Music Awards. They have toured extensively throughout Japan, Scandinavia, The 



United States, Paris, France, and Sao Paulo, Brazil. At UCI his goal is to continue developing his compositional style  using electronic and acoustic instruments, as well as expanding his musical dialogue as an improviser.       



Mari Kimura and Vijay Iyer 



I. Eigenspace, II. Vijay Iyer Solo, III. Iyer/Kimura Duo 



violin, piano, computer   



Program Notes    I. Eigenspace for Augmented Violin and Interactive Graphics (2011)  Tomoyuki Kato / Visual Artist, Movie Director, Yoshito Onishi / Image Programing, Chisako Hasegawa / Visual  Producer  Eigenspace is created in collaboration with Japan's leading visual artist in new media, Tomoyuki Kato.   As  Japanese artists, we were both deeply touched by the Fukushima nuclear meltdown in March 2011, the worst  manmade environmental catastrophe in the history of the human kind, which is not contained today and continues  to contaminate the global environment.  Eigenspace, ("own" space) is about our love and prayer for our earth: the  global love for the humankind and our planet, and the prayer for the future and for the next generation.  The name  is also taken from "eigenvalue," a mathematical function used in analyzing the bowing movement, which interacts in  real time with Mr. Kato's visual software.  Eigenspace was commissioned by Harvestworks Media Center in NYC,  and premiered at New York Electronic Art Festival at Roulette in Brooklyn, NY on October 9th, 2011. In 2013, we  plan on expanding Eigenspace to a longer, full-length evening project entitled “ONE”, which recently won a  commission grant from New Music USA.    II. Vilay Iyer Solo  Notes coming soon.    III. Vilay Iyer/ Mari Kimura Duo  Piano and electronics, Vijay Iyer  Violin, Augmented Violin and OMAX, Mari Kimura  Mari Kimura uses "Augmented Violin", a cutting-edge musical analysis system developed at IRCAM in Paris.  The  musical expression from the bow is extracted by IRCAM's latest motion sensor technology, "mini-MO" (Modular  Musical Object), which contains 3-D accelerometer and 2-axis gyroscope.  The tiny sensor is custom-fit into a glove  designed by New York's fashion designer, Mark Salinas.  My special thanks to the Real Time Musical Interaction  Team at IRCAM, Frédéric Bevilacqua, Nicolas Rasamimanana, Norbert Schnell, Bruno Zamborlin, and Emmanuel  Flety. Kimura is also running OMax, artificial-intelligence based improvisation system, is developed by  IRCAM/CNRS by Gérard Assayag, Georges Bloch, Marc Chemillier, Shlomo Dubnov, and Benjamin Lévy.  She is  the first artist to combine Augmented Violin and OMAX.    Bios    Mari Kimura is at the forefront of violinists who are extending the technical and expressive capabilities of the  instrument.  As a performer, composer, and researcher, she has opened up new sonic worlds for the violin. Notably,  she has mastered the production of pitches that sound up to an octave below the violin’s lowest string without  retuning.  This technique, which she calls Subharmonics, has earned Mari considerable renown in the concert music  world and beyond.  She is also a pioneer in the field of interactive computer music.  At the same time, she has  earned international acclaim as a soloist and recitalist in both standard and contemporary repertoire.  As a composer, Mari’s commissions include the International Computer Music Association, Harvestworks, Music 



from Japan and others, supported by grants including New York Foundation for the Arts, Arts International, Meet  The Composer, Japan Foundation, Argosy Foundation, and New York State Council on the Arts. In 2010 Mari won  the Guggenheim Fellowship in Composition, and invited as Composer-in-Residence at IRCAM in Paris. In May  2011, Mari was presented in a solo recital at the Bohemian National Hall in NYC by the Vilcek Foundation, in  recognition of her ground-breaking work as a foreign-born artist; subsequently she was named one of this year’s 45  individuals as “Immigrants: Pride of America” by the Carnegie Corporation, published in the New York Times.  Mari’s latest CD, The World Below G and Beyond, is devoted entirely to her own compositions and focuses on works  using Subharmonics and interactive computer music.  In October 2011, Mari presented her “I-Quadrifoglo”, her first  string quartet with interactive computer at New York’s Symphony Space, commissioned by the Cassatt String  Quartet through 2010 Fromm Foundation Commission Award from Harvard University.  As a violinist, Mari has premiered many notable works, including John Adams’s Violin Concerto (Japanese premiere),  Luciano Berio’s Sequenza VIII (US premiere), Tania Léon’s Axon for violin and computer (world premiere), and  Salvatore Sciarrino’s 6 Capricci (US premiere), among others. In 2007, Mari introduced Jean-Claude Risset’s violin  concerto, Schemes, at Suntory Hall with the Tokyo Symphony Orchestra. The cadenza she wrote for the concerto,  incorporating advanced Subharmonics, was subsequently published in Strings.  In November 2010, Mari appeared as  a soloist with the Hamburg Symphony performing John Adams’ Dharma at the Big Sur, under the direction of  Jonathan Stockhammer, conductor. In July 2013, Mari will be launching a new summer intensive program called  "Future Music" at the Atlantic Music Festival in Maine, focusing on classically trained musicians working with  interactive system.   Since 1998, Mari has been teaching a graduate course in Interactive Computer Music  Performance at Juilliard. http://www.marikimura.com   



Grammy-nominated composer-pianist Vijay Iyer (pronounced “VID-jay EYE-yer”) was described by  Pitchfork as "one of the most interesting and vital young pianists in jazz today," by The New Yorker as one of  "today's most important pianists… extravagantly gifted… brilliantly eclectic," and by the Los Angeles Weekly  as “a boundless and deeply important young star.” His most recent honors include an unprecedented  “quintuple crown” in the Down Beat International Critics Poll (winning Jazz Artist of the Year, Pianist of  the Year, Jazz Album of the Year, Jazz Group of the Year, and Rising Star Composer categories), as well as  the $275,000 Doris Duke Performing Artist Award and the $30,000 Greenfield Prize, all awarded in 2012.  He was voted the 2010 Musician of the Year by the Jazz Journalists Association, and named one of the “50  Most Influential Global Indians” by GQ India.    Iyer has released sixteen albums as a leader; his most recent, Accelerando (2012) is the widely acclaimed  follow-up to the multiple award-winning Historicity (2009), both featuring the Vijay Iyer Trio (Iyer, piano;  Marcus Gilmore, drums; Stephan Crump, bass), recently described by PopMatters as “the best band in  jazz.” Accelerando was voted #1 Jazz Album of the Year for 2012 in three separate critics polls surveying  hundreds of critics worldwide, hosted by Downbeat, Jazz Times, and Rhapsody, respectively, and also was  chosen as jazz album of the year by NPR, the Los Angeles Times, PopMatters, and Amazon.com.  Historicity  was a 2010 Grammy Nominee for Best Instrumental Jazz Album, and was named #1 Jazz Album of 2009  in The New York Times, The Los Angeles Times, the Chicago Tribune, the Detroit Metro Times, National Public  Radio, PopMatters.com, the Village Voice Jazz Critics Poll, and the Downbeat International Critics Poll. The  trio won the 2010 Echo Award (the "German Grammy") for best international ensemble and the 2012  Downbeat Critics Poll for jazz group of the year.    Iyer’s many other honors include the Alpert Award in the Arts, the New York Foundation for the Arts  Fellowship, and numerous composer commissions. Iyer’s many collaborators include his generation’s  fellow forward-thinkers Rudresh Mahanthappa, Rez Abbasi, Craig Taborn, Ambrose Akinmusire, Liberty  Ellman, Steve Lehman and Tyshawn Sorey; elder creative music pioneers such as Steve Coleman, Roscoe 



Mitchell, Wadada Leo Smith, Butch Morris, George Lewis, and Amina Claudine Myers; new-music  experimenters Miya Masaoka, Pamela Z, and John Zorn; hip-hop innovators Dead Prez, Das Racist, DJ  Spooky, and High Priest of Antipop Consortium; South Asian percussionist-producers Karsh Kale,  Suphala, and Talvin Singh; filmmakers Haile Gerima, Prashant Bhargava, and Bill Morrison; choreographer  Karole Armitage; and poets Mike Ladd, Amiri Baraka, Charles Simic, and Robert Pinsky. His compositions  have been commissioned and performed by The Silk Road Ensemble, Ethel, Brentano String Quartet,  JACK Quartet, American Composers Orchestra, Hermès Ensemble, International Contemporary  Ensemble, and Imani Winds.     A polymath whose career has spanned the sciences, the humanities and the arts, Iyer received an  interdisciplinary Ph.D. in the cognitive science of music from the University of California, Berkeley. He has  published in Journal of Consciousness Studies, Wire, Music Perception, JazzTimes, Journal of the Society for American  Music, Critical Studies in Improvisation, in the anthologies A  rcana IV, Sound Unbound, Uptown Conversation, The  Best Writing on Mathematics: 2010, and in the forthcoming Oxford Handbook of Critical Improvisation Studies.  Iyer  is on faculty at Manhattan School of Music, New York University, and the New School, and is the Director  of The Banff Centre’s International Workshop in Jazz and Creative Music, an annual 3-week program in  Alberta, Canada founded by Oscar Peterson. 



   



Jaroslaw Kapuscinski  Oli’s Dream 



Disklavier and projection   



Program Notes    Oli’s Dream is a playful collaboration between music and writing, between a piano keyboard and a typewriter  keyboard, and, above all, between a composer and a poet. It is an experiment in synaesthesia, an attempt to fuse the  temporal modes of music with the spatial and temporal domains of words. In the process, the audience finds itself  in the presence of a perceptive, purely aware being, Oli, who creates himself through his encounter with words.  Words here make and unmake themselves from the outside in or the inside out, transforming themselves as they  discover their own direction in time. (2008, 7 min, text: Camille Norton)     Bio   



Jaroslaw Kapuscinski is an intermedia artist, composer and pianist whose work has been presented at New York's MoMA;  ZKM in Karlsruhe; the Museum of Modern Art, Palais de Tokyo, and Centre Pompidou in Paris; and Reina Sofia Museum in  Madrid, among others. He has received numerous awards, including at the UNESCO Film sur l'Art festival in Paris (1992),  VideoArt Festival Locarno (11992, 1993), and the Festival of New Cinema and New Media in Montréal (2001). A graduate  from Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw (1987 & 1991) he expanded into multimedia during a residency at the Banff  Centre for the Arts in Canada (1988) and through doctoral studies at the University of California, San Diego (1997). Currently,  he is Assistant Professor of Composition and directs the Intermedia Performance Lab at Stanford University. 



 



Jane Rigler  The Calling 



Program Notes   



flute and electronics   



the calling offers an eclectic sonic example of where I am as a performer, composer, improviser and collector of  sounds. In it, sonic worlds are threaded together: street vendors in Kyoto, an ancient On-Matsuri festival in Nara,  construction sites, coffee shops, the humpback whales of Alaska as well as glaciers calving. All of this interweaves  with a real-time performance in which I control the pre-recorded sounds, perform with my flute and process the  sounds simultaneously, as kind of classical flutist “DJ” of sorts…    Bio    Flutist, composer, improviser and educator, Jane Rigler recently joined the interdisciplinary Music Program at the  University of Colorado, Colorado Springs as an Assistant Professor. Ranging from solo acoustic pieces to  multi-disciplinary electronic ensemble pieces, her works investigate relationships between the environment, language  and gesture through improvisation and interaction. Her works and performances have been heard and seen in  festivals, conferences and radios such as in Brisbane, Seoul, Paris, Munich, Buenos Aires, Tokyo, Barcelona, Madrid  and many other places. Jane is deeply committed to the process of collaboration with composers, dancers, visual  artists and theater artists. Her Japan/US Friendship Commission award in 2009-10 led to diverse performances with  artists throughout Japan, and she is presently working on a new commission to be premiered in June 2013 on the  Izu Peninsula. Some of her other interests involve organizing performances and events in diverse sites, such as the  Relay! which was held in MoMA in NYC or the Spontaneous Music Festival which occurred in local neighborhoods in  Brooklyn. Lately she has co-authored a number of very successful grants to bring ground-breaking artists to the  Colorado Springs area. Her website http://www.janerigler.com explores her most current research. 



    Andrew Schloss and David A. Jaffe  Notomoton Unstrung 



interactive computer music   



Program Notes    Notomoton Unstrung blends improvisation, musical robotics, and live DSP, combining the NotomotoN, an  autonomous 10-armed robotic instrument, with the radiodrum, an instrument that tracks musical gestures in three  dimensions, in duo with a mandolinist. The focus is to combine acoustic sound, both performed directly and  remotely via robotic actuators, with electronic processing of that sound. The NotomotoN (designed by Ajay Kapur)  is a two-headed drum with ten remotely-controllable beaters. We chose to remove six of the beaters and mount  them on frame drums of various sizes, separated in space. This allows the percussionist to have 20-foot-long arms;  the instruments no longer have to be within arm's reach, allowing a spatial dimension to emerge acoustically. The  drum sounds are processed via computer, under control of the radiodrum. The mandolinist also plays mando-cello  and mandolin banjo, and the sound from these instruments is processed along with the drums. The signal  processing algorithms include one based on a four-channel reverberation topology, modified to be a sort of physical  model of inter-connected pipes. Limiters were included at junction points so that the structure can be driven hard  and with virtually no loss coefficients without causing distortion. The radiodrum controls the various delay lengths,  the degree of loss in the system, the degree of low pass filtering in the feedback path, and other parameters. The  mandolinist is in a situation with a certain amount of tension, as he is seemingly in competition with the robotic  super-human abilities of the mechanical beaters.     Bios    Composer, performer, researcher Andrew Schloss has worked in electroacoustic music for several decades. He is  known primarily as a performer, improviser and virtuoso on a new instrument called the radiodrum. He studied at  Bennington College, the University of Washington, and Stanford University, where he received his Ph.D. in 1985  working at CCRMA (Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics). He has taught at Brown University, 



the University of California at San Diego, The Banff Centre for the Arts, and currently at the University of Victoria.   In the 1970's he worked as a musician in numerous productions in experimental theatre with many of the most  influential and legendary directors of the era: Peter Brook, Andrei Serban, Joseph Chaikin, Elizabeth Swados in the  US and Europe. As a performer/percussionist, he has recently been collaborating with leading Cuban pianists,  experimenting in the area between Afrocuban jazz and electroacoustic music. These experiments began in Paris in  the 1980's with pianist Jeff Gardner, and have continued with Chucho Valdés, Ernán López-Nussa, and most  recently with Hilario Durán in concerts in the US, Canada and Cuba. Schloss, along with colleagues George  Tzanetakis and Peter Driessen at the University of Victoria, created a new combined program in Music and  Computer Science, which has opened up new avenues of study for many students in the age of the internet.   He and David Jaffe have collaborated on numerous projects over the years since meeting at CCRMA in 1979. One  highlight was performing at the Centennial celebrations at Stanford University, along with Leon Theremin.    David Aaron Jaffe (b. 1955) is a composer, performer, technical innovator and author. He has composed over  ninety works for orchestra, chorus, chamber ensembles, and electronics, noted for their personal "maximalist"  approach and use of technology in works such as "Silicon Valley Breakdown." His music has been presented by the  San Francisco Symphony, the Brooklyn Philharmonic, the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra and numerous chamber  ensembles, and at festivals in 26 countries, including the Berlin Festival, the American Festival in London and the  Venice Biennale. He has taught composition at Princeton, Stanford, and Melbourne Universities, and U.C. San  Diego. In 2011, he composed "The Space Between Us," commissioned by the Other Minds Festival, the Irvine  Foundation and the Canada Council. A spatial work in memory of Henry Brant, it is scored for two string quartets  distributed around the audience, with 21 mechanical instruments by the sound artist Trimpin, including eighteen  chimes hung above the audience, performed by Andrew Schloss on the radiodrum. Jaffe has also received  commissions from the Kronos Quartet, Chanticleer, Cello Octet Amsterdam and others. His "The Library of  Babel," commissioned by SF Symphony percussionist Jack Van Geem, is being premiered in the summer of 2013.  Jaffe's technical achievements include the physical modeling of plucked strings and the development of the NeXT  Music Kit for Steve Jobs. In 1998, he founded Staccato Systems and developed SoundMAX, which shipped on  eighty million PCs. He is currently a Senior Scientist at Universal Audio. Jaffe's music is available on CD and on  iTunes (jaffe.com). 



 



Drew Ceccato, Brendan Gaffney, and Chris Golinski  (+/-)1=4[Dirt] 



drum set, tenor sax, electronics   



Program Notes    (+/-)1=4[Dirt] showcases the importance of musical genre based cross-pollination by incorporating aspects from  many different disciplines deemed independent from one another in terms of traditional course of study. The  purpose is to highlight the importance and merit of drawing on a number of different musical influences when  forming a creative work.     Bios    Woodwindist Drew Ceccato has been heralded as a powerful and provocative improviser and performer whose  playing embodies a strong sense of the avant-garde jazz and contemporary classical musical traditions. His playing  focuses on the spontaneous creation and consistent development of musical energy within composed and  improvisational music. He has played with artists including Roscoe Mitchell, James Fei, Henry Grimes, Fred Frith,  Karl Berger, Nicole Mitchell and Mark Dresser. Drew holds a B.M in saxophone performance from New England  Conservatory of Music ('07) and a M.F.A in performance and literature with a specialization in improvisation from  Mills College ('11) where he was awarded the Margaret Lyon Prize for outstanding music student. Currently,  Ceccato lives in San Diego, CA where he is pursuing a Ph.D in integrative studies at the University of California, 



San Diego.    Chris Golinski is a percussionist, composer, and improviser based in San Diego, California. His musical interests  range from free improvisation to contemporary classical and experimental rock, and his music seeks to bridge the  gap between the different stylistic influences he has absorbed. Chris is currently completing his Ph.D. in Music at  the University of California, San Diego, where he is studying percussion with Steve Schick and improvisation with  Anthony Davis and David Borgo. His previous teachers include Roscoe Mitchell, Fred Frith, and percussionist  William Winant. As a performer, he has worked in a wide variety of settings, including premiering works for  composers Christian Wolff, Julia Wolfe, and Peter Garland, performing with the San Francisco Contemporary  Music Players and the Eclipse String Quartet, and playing in improvising ensembles with Fred Frith, Mat Maneri,  and Karl Berger. His current projects include a duo with multi-reedist Drew Ceccato, a trio with cellist Judith  Hamann and clarinetist Sam Dunscombe, and a long-standing collaboration with pianist and composer Lona Kozik.    Brendan Bernhardt Gaffney is a musician from UCSD's Computer Music department, working with Tom Erbe,  Miller Puckette and F. Richard Moore. His work is focused on the integration of free improvisation, embedded  technologies, electronic music performance and DSP programming. He produces, controls, warps and spews sound,  at once playing saxophone, guitar, synthesizers and computers, and designing, building and programming his own  software and hardware as burnHeartSynth.  
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